American Given Until Midnight Last Night to Recognize Mexico.

Defiant Attitude Is Taken

Winston’s Plan for Peaceable Mediation Rejected.

Break in Relations Near

Mexican Official Declares His Nation Must Claim Duty of Mexico in Hamilton or Adapting Tone of Negotiations.

Washington, D.C., Aug. 10.—President Coolidge, answering the White House question on the Mexican revolution, said yesterday afternoon that he did not think the revolution would have any effect in the United States.

The President, in reply to questions on the Mexican situation, said that the United States government was not prepared to recognize a government that had been established by force.

The announcement was made in the brief interview with the President.

The President said that the United States government had not yet been notified of the existence of the new government, and that it had not been informed of any steps taken toward a recognition of the new government.

The President added that he did not think it was likely that the United States government would recognize such a government.
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